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Christmas Wishes
We all set out at the start of the year with good intentions of finishing those renovations on the house,
saving for holidays or even completing the necessary dental work needed. But here we are in
December already! If the year has gotten away from you but you are now ready to visit the dentist,
please give Finesse Dental a call. Treatment can start off simple. We can even relook at the treatment
plan we gave you and if you want something different we’ll come up with something new or go over
existing options.
Please read through to learn more about Fillings and be informed of our clinic hours during the
Christmas season!

Maintain that beautiful white smile this Christmas!
We don’t want any damaged, broken or painful tooth this Christmas,
right? Do not wait until the tooth hurts or the fillings fall out or the
tooth crack. A filling is used to repair a tooth that is affected by
decay, cracks, fractures or trauma. The decayed or affected portion
of the tooth will be removed and then filled with a white filling. White
fillings are a composite of resin and filler used to restore most teeth
affected by decay or trauma. These fillings offer better aesthetics
and are metal free.

Here at Finesse:
we use a natural tooth coloured filling material that makes your teeth appear whiter, brighter
and healthier.
These fillings offer the same strength as natural tooth enamel and do not stain teeth.
The surface of a white filling is also very smooth and therefore does not adhere to any food
particles.
These fillings can be matched to almost any colour and are useful tool in the enhancement of a
person’s smile.
These aesthetic materials will help give your smile a new lease on life.

CALL us now on 02 8824 4800 and BOOK an appointment!
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